A referendum is being held on 23 June to provide an answer to the question “Should the United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union?”. Registered British, Irish and Commonwealth citizens over 18 who are resident in the UK, along with some others, are able to vote. The main groups campaigning for the UK to remain in or leave the EU are called, respectively, Britain Stronger in Europe and Vote Leave. Both these groups are making extensive use of social media to pursue their campaigns, including Facebook. Their respective Facebook pages are here and here.

In this article we describe some of the data available from the official Facebook pages of these two campaign groups. We aim (i) to illustrate the use of freely available \texttt{R}\textsuperscript{2}tools for extracting information from these pages and for summarizing the resulting text data, (ii) to display graphically the contents of posts on these pages using word clouds, and (iii) to look for trends in the volume and content of posts. We are well aware of the analytical limitations associated with using this type of publically available data, such as self-selection biases, but we believe that they provide basic summaries that may serve as snapshots of the evolution of the campaigns.

There has recently been a large increase in the techniques available to process structured data from social media\textsuperscript{6,7,8,9} often developed in the context of Twitter.\textsuperscript{10} We can download information from Facebook using Barbera and Piccirilli’s \texttt{Rfacebook}\textsuperscript{11} package. An access token is required from Facebook. The \texttt{Rfacebook} function \texttt{getPage} allows us to download information about posts to a Facebook page; the user can specify the number of posts required and the date range. We have found that it is better to download posts on a day-to-day basis and then to combine results. A range of information is available for each post including its message, when it was created and the number of likes, comments and shares received.

From this information, we can work out the number of posts in each month and the monthly average number of likes, comments and shares. This is illustrated for the Britain Stronger in Europe and the Vote Leave pages in Figure 1 using graphs produced using \texttt{ggplot2}.\textsuperscript{12} The months considered are January to June 2016 (June was incomplete at the time of writing, 16 June 2016) and the quantities presented have been standardized to reflect the different number of days in each month. These plots indicate increasing activity as the referendum date approaches. Also, the average number of likes and shares for Vote Leave is considerably higher than for Britain Stronger in Europe.

![Graph showing the number of posts and likes for Britain Stronger in Europe and Vote Leave](image-url)
We can also analyse the text data contained in the message of each post. Some pre-processing is required to remove null posts and emotions for example, and this was performed using the stringr\textsuperscript{13} package. Word counts can then be obtained using Feinerer and Hornik’s text mining package tm.\textsuperscript{14} This package provides functions that allow us to work with a collection of Facebook posts called a ‘corpus’ and to produce a ‘document term matrix’ that records how many times each word appears in each post. Word frequencies can easily be produced from this matrix and displayed as a word cloud using Fellow’s wordcloud\textsuperscript{15} package. Example word clouds for the two campaign pages are shown in Figure 2. The more often a word is used, the larger and more centrally it is displayed. These word clouds highlight the main issues being posted on these pages. If one had to provide a few phrases from each campaign based on each word cloud, one could write “Sharing is better for the economy and important for families. Leaving puts jobs at risk”, and “People can take back control of the borders. There would be more money for the NHS”.

![Figure 1. The average number of likes, comments and shares per day for posts in each month and the daily number of posts for the Britain Stronger in Europe and the Vote Leave Facebook pages](image)

**Figure 1.** The average number of likes, comments and shares per day for posts in each month and the daily number of posts for the Britain Stronger in Europe and the Vote Leave Facebook pages

It is also possible to perform a simple sentiment analysis on the text data. Sentiment analysis aims to determine whether the opinions expressed on posts or pages are positive, negative or neutral. Although sentiment analysis is a very broad and complicated topic, we adopt a simple approach of matching posts...
sentiments to dictionaries of positive and negative words supplied by Liu, Hu and Cheung.\textsuperscript{16} Liu, Hu and Cheung supply 2,006 positive words and 4,783 negative words in their dictionaries. A phrase such as “This is good” has one positive match and so scores 1, while the phrases “This is not good” (a negated positive match) and “This is bad” (a negative match) score 0 and −1. Figure 3 presents the sentiment scores for posts on our two example pages, together with summary statistics in the legends. The mean sentiment score is higher for Britain Stronger in Europe, even though the value for Vote Leave is inflated by a few long or repetitive posts with very high sentiment scores.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{sentiments Axe.png}
\caption{Simple sentiment analyses for the text data posted on the Britain Stronger in Europe and the Vote Leave Facebook pages since the beginning of 2016. The mean sentiment score is also given. A few posts with very high sentiment scores (due to length or repetition) have been truncated to a score of 10 in the plot. Summary statistics are provided in the legends}
\end{figure}

As the date and time of each post are also available, it is possible to investigate how the sentiment score has changed over time. This is illustrated in Figure 4, where average sentiment scores for each month are shown, together with plus and minus two standard errors. Posts on the Britain Stronger in Europe page seem to be relatively constant in their positivity, with a slight decline in June, while those on Vote Leave show a marked decline.
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\caption{Average sentiment scores for each month}
\end{figure}
Figure 4. The change in the sentiment score over time for the text data posted on the Britain Stronger in Europe and the Vote Leave Facebook pages since the beginning of 2016. The monthly mean sentiment score is given, together with plus and minus two standard errors.

It seems that the Vote Leave campaign and their followers have been more active in disseminating their posts, but recently less positive in the language that they are using to express their opinions than the Britain Stronger in Europe campaign. These characteristics may be naturally expected from an organization campaigning for a fundamental change to the status quo, compared with one that wishes to preserve it.

In summary, our analyses show that large amounts of unstructured publicly available social media data can be condensed into useful and meaningful conclusions.
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We can download information from these pages and for summarizing the resulting text data, (i) to present the key events and main issues being posted on these pages. If one had to provide a few phrases from each campaign's Facebook page; the user can specify the number of posts required and the date range. We have found that it is better to download posts on a day-to-day basis and then to combine results. A range of tools for extracting information from these pages and for summarizing the resulting text data, (ii) to look for trends in the volume and content of posts. We are well aware of the analytical limitations associated with using this data, (iii) to look for trends in the volume and content of posts. We are well aware of the analytical limitations associated with using this data, (iv) to use opinion mining techniques to present the key events and main issues being posted on these pages. We have found that it is better to download posts on a day-to-day basis and then to combine results. A range of tools for extracting information from these pages and for summarizing the resulting text data, (v) to display graphically the contents of posts on these pages using word clouds, and (vi) to examine the evolution of the campaigns, including Facebook.

It seems that the Vote Leave campaign and their followers have been more active in disseminating their messages than the remaining campaign. The number of posts they have been making to Facebook since the beginning of 2016 is considerably higher than for Britain Stronger in Europe. A referendum is being held on 23 June to provide an answer to the question "Should the United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union?". Four possible explanations why most of the polls got the US election wrong. Michael I — Note that Clinton's popular vote edge is growing as vote counting proceeds. It may actually exceed 2% ...

The change in the sentiment score over time for the text data posted on the Britain Stronger in Europe Facebook page seems to be relatively constant in their positivity, with a slight decline in June, while those on Vote Leave Facebook pages since the beginning of 2016. The mean sentiment score is also given. A few comments and shares received.

A range of tools for extracting information from these pages and for summarizing the resulting text data, (i) to present the key events and main issues being posted on these pages. If one had to provide a few phrases from each campaign's Facebook page; the user can specify the number of posts required and the date range. We have found that it is better to download posts on a day-to-day basis and then to combine results. A range of tools for extracting information from these pages and for summarizing the resulting text data, (ii) to look for trends in the volume and content of posts. We are well aware of the analytical limitations associated with using this data, (iii) to use opinion mining techniques to present the key events and main issues being posted on these pages. We have found that it is better to download posts on a day-to-day basis and then to combine results. A range of tools for extracting information from these pages and for summarizing the resulting text data, (iv) to display graphically the contents of posts on these pages using word clouds, and (v) to examine the evolution of the campaigns, including Facebook.

The change in the sentiment score over time for the text data posted on the Britain Stronger in Europe Facebook page seems to be relatively constant in their positivity, with a slight decline in June, while those on Vote Leave Facebook pages since the beginning of 2016. The mean sentiment score is also given. A few comments and shares received.